Case Study: AK BARS Bank’s $100 million Murabaha Financing
The transaction was well received resulting in a significant oversubscription and a syndicate of 11 banks in total setting a new
benchmark. The geographic diversity of investors demonstrates the high level of global interest in Russian market; proving AK
BARS Bank’s reputation as a reliable borrower among investors and its excellent relationships with its partners. The deal was
recognized with an Honorable mention under the European Deal of the Year category by Islamic Finance News.
Background to the Transaction

Company:

AK BARS Bank

Purpose:

Fund Shariah compliant assets

Signed:

30th December 2013

Facility Overview
Size

US$100,000,000

Tranche

Murabaha Term Loan Facility

Tenor

1 year

Coordinator,
Documentation Agent,
Investment Agent

•

AK BARS Bank is the 1st Bank in Russia and CIS to organize
Multilateral international syndication in accordance with
Shariah principles

•

Diversification of liabilities is the main purpose of entering
into Islamic transaction

•

On 30th December 2013, the Company signed a US$100
million Murabaha financing for Sharia compliant projects.
The deal follows the earlier inaugural US$60 million one-year
syndicated Murabaha raised by AK BARS in 2011, which was
the first international facility compliant with Shariah
requirements arranged for a Russian financial institution

•

Upon launch, the facility was well received resulting in
significant oversubscription and 11 banks joining in total,
including international banks and institutions from the
Middle East and Turkey

•

Innovative structure of the deal allowed to combine Russian
legislation, English law and Islamic tradition

MLAs & Bookrunners
Bank Syndicate

11 international and regional banks (including a
number of Middle Eastern and Turkish institutions)

Note:
AK BARS (rated B1 by Moody’s and BB- by Fitch) was established in 1993 as an open joint-stock company under the laws of the Russian Federation. The Bank is listed among Russia’s
Top-20 financial institutions ranking 18th by equity and 18th by assets (according to ‘Profile’ magazine as of April 1st, 2014). It is the first Bank by assets in Tatarstan. As of 1 April
2014, the Bank’s branch network included over 390 points of sales (branches and offices).
More than 2.9 mln. retail customers and over 54,000 corporate clients use the Bank’s services. AK BARS Bank is the leading bank in the region representing 37% of the total assets and
45% of the total equity capital (as of January 1, 2014) in the banking sector of the Republic of Tatarstan. Tatarstan Republic through its ministries, government agencies and related
companies ultimately controlles the Bank. The Republic of Tatarstan is among TOP-5 regions in Russia located in the center of large industrial region of the Russian Federation at the
crossing of important highways connecting East and West, North and South of the country.
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This document and its contents are confidential and may not be reproduced, redistributed, published or passed on to any other person, directly or indirectly, in whole or in
part, for any purpose. If this presentation has been received in error it must be returned immediately to AK BARS Bank (“AK BARS”).
This presentation is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of, or located in, any locality, state, country or
other jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction.
THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation to purchase any product or enter into any transaction.
The information in this presentation has not been independently verified. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy, completeness or
fairness of the presentation and the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on such information.
This presentation may contain “forward-looking statements” that relate to, among other things, AK BARS’s plans, objectives, goals, strategies, future operations and
performance. Such forward-looking statements may be characterized by words such as “anticipates,” “estimates,” “expects,” “projects,” “believes,” “intends,” “plans,”
“may,” “will” and “should” and similar expressions but are not the exclusive means of identifying such statements. Such forward-looking statements involve known and
unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause AK BARS’s operating, financial or other results to be materially different from the operating,
financial or other results expressed or implied by such statements. Although AK BARS believes the basis for such forward-looking statements to be fair and reasonable, AK
BARS makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the fairness or reasonableness of such forward-looking statements. Furthermore, AK BARS makes no
representation or warranty, express or implied, that the operating, financial or other results anticipated by such forward-looking statements will be achieved. Such forwardlooking statements represent, in each case, only one of many possible scenarios and should not be viewed as the most likely or standard scenario. These forward-looking
statements speak only as at the date of this presentation, and AK BARS undertakes no obligation to update the forward-looking statements in this presentation.

Kazan, the capital of Tatarstan, founded in 1005
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